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We study the axiomatisability of the iteration-free fragment of Propositional Dynamic Logic with
Intersection and Tests. The combination of program composition, intersection and tests makes its
proof-theory rather difficult. We develop a normal form for formulae which minimises the interaction
between these operators, as well as a refined canonical modelconstruction. From these we derive an
axiom system and a proof of its strong completeness.

1 Introduction

Propositional Dynamic Logic (PDL) is a multi-modal logic with a two-sorted language. It definesformu-
lae andprograms. Formulae make assertions about worlds in a Kripke structure referring to the ability
to access other worlds using programs. The term “program” originates from PDL’s early use in pro-
gram specification and verification. It can be seen as a propositional Floyd-Hoare calculus [12]. PDL is
also related to logics used in knowledge representation, itis basically the same as the description logic
ALCreg [14].

PDL is a well-behaved modal logic in that its satisfiability problem is decidable. The first upper
bound result yielded NEXPTIME based on a small model property and polynomial time model checking
[7]. Later the problem was shown to be EXPTIME-complete [13,7]. Axiomatisations for PDL have also
been given, for instance in form of the Segerberg axioms [10]and others, c.f. [8].

In plain PDL, the programs form a Kleene algebra, built from atomic programs with the opera-
tions union, compositionand iteration. A natural question concerns its extension with other program
constructs and its effect on expressive power, decidability, complexity, axiomatisability, etc. One such
operator istestwhich creates new basic programs from formulae (hence making them mutually recur-
sive). PDL with Tests (PDL?) is more expressive than PDL [5] but satisfiability has the same complexity.
Thus, adding just tests does not create conceptual problems; it only tends to complicate correctness
proofs slightly. Other operators that have been found to be equally harmless in this respect arelooping
[15] andconverse[7].

Another program construct that one may consider naturally is intersection. PDL with Intersection
(PDL∩) turns out to be more complex than PDL. Its satisfiability problem is – perhaps surprisingly – de-
cidable, but it is 2EXPTIME-complete [6, 9]. The addition ofintersection causes the loss of bisimulation-
invariance and, hence, the tree model property, but it preserves a DAG model property. This does not
hold true in the presence of tests anymore, though. PDL∩,? can require models to have (nested!) cycles.

The intersection operator also turns out to be intriguing for the problem of axiomatisability. There are
studies concerning sound and complete axiomatisiations for versions of PDL with Intersection. Balbiani
and Fariñas del Cerro axiomatised the small fragment without tests, Kleene stars and union [2]. Passy
and Tinchev have shown that PDL∩,? without the Kleene star (PDL∩,?0 ) is axiomatisable in the stronger
language of added nominals [11]. Nominals can be seen as atomic propositions that hold true in a unique
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world of a Kripke structure. At close inspection one can see that the concept of naming particular worlds
– which is known to break bisimulation-invariance as well – is very helpful on the way to a sound and
complete axiomatisation for PDL with Intersection: as we will see in Sect. 3, the intersection operator
can be used to require several copies of worlds that should otherwise look exactly the same. Nominals
for instance can help to distinguish these copies.

Surely, an axiomatisation of a logic that uses features which are not available in the logic can be
questioned. Balbiani and Vakarelov have re-considered theproblem of axiomatisation for PDL∩,?0 and
proposed a deductive system which only use logicaloperatorsthat are available in the logic [3, 1].
However, the axiomatisation requires a larger vocabulary than the logic to be axiomatised has, see Sect. 3
for details. In [4], Balbiani and Vakarelov extended their work to full PDL∩,?, but the issues with the
differences between the object logic and the proof logic persist. The work that is closest to the one
presented here is Balbiani’s refinement of the PDL∩,?

0 axiomatisation [1]. That calculus does not seem
to rely on additional features outside of the object logic. Working out the exact connection between that
axiomatisation and the one presented here is left as future work, see also the concluding remarks at the
end of this paper.

Here we propose a normal form for PDL∩,?0 formulae which minimises the interaction of intersections

and tests in its programs. We then present a canonical model construction for PDL∩,?0 which starts with all
maximally consistent sets and introduces abstract accessibility relations between them that correspond
to non-atomic programs. These abstract edges then get refined, possibly introducing new copies of
maximally consistent sets until the model is saturated. Then every maximally consistent set is satisfied
somewhere in this limit model, so we can derive a complete axiomatisation for PDL∩,?0 over any set of
propositionsP which does not need additional operators or propositions.

2 Iteration-Free PDL with Intersection and Tests

We fix a setP = {p,q, . . .} of unary relation symbols calledatomic propositionsand a setR= {a,b, . . .}
of binary relation symbols calledatomic programsfor the rest of the paper. We refer toP,R as the
vocabularyτ .

Formulaeϕ and programsα of Iteration-Free Propositional Dynamic Logic with Intersection and
Tests (PDL∩,?0 ) are derived by

ϕ ∶= p ∣ ϕ ∨ϕ ∣ ¬ϕ ∣ ⟨α⟩ϕ α ∶= a ∣ α ;α ∣ α ∪α ∣ α ∩α ∣ ϕ?

wherep∈ P,a∈R. Other Boolean and modal connectives like⊺,�,∧,→,↔, [α] can be derived as usual.
For ease of notation and for reasons of readability, we sometimes use the abbreviationα↺ ∶=α ∩⊺?. We
use∧, ∨, →,↔ as the descending order of precedence in formulae and ;,∩, ∪ in programs in order to
save parentheses. Unary operators always bind stronger than binary ones.

Formulae are interpreted in worlds of a Kripke structureA; programs are interpreted as binary rela-
tions in these structures. A Kripke structureA overτ is a set of worldsW together with interpretations
PA

p ⊆ A for all p ∈ P andRA
a ⊆ A×A for all a ∈ R. A pointed Kripke structure with distinguished worldu

is written asA,u. The semantics is given inductively as follows.

A,u ⊧ p iff u ∈PA
p , p ∈ P RA

ϕ? ∶= {(u,u) ∣A,u⊧ ϕ}
A,u ⊧ ϕ ∨ϕ ′ iff A,u⊧ ϕ orA,u⊧ ϕ ′ RA

α∪β ∶= RA
α ∪RA

β
A,u ⊧ ¬ϕ iff A,u /⊧ ϕ RA

α∩β ∶= RA
α ∩RA

β
A,u ⊧ ⟨α⟩ϕ iff ∃v.(u,v) ∈RA

α andA,v⊧ ϕ RA

α ;β ∶= RA
α ○RA

β .
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We say thatϕ andψ are equivalent and writeϕ ≡ ψ if, for all pointed Kripke structuresA,u, we have
A,u⊧ ϕ if and only if A,u⊧ψ .

We writeA,u⊧Φ if A,u⊧ ϕ for all ϕ ∈ Φ. We writeu α−−→v to indicate that(u,v) ∈RA
α . We write

further α ⇒ β if for all Kripke structuresA and all worldsu,v it holds that ifu α−−→v, then it also holds

thatu β
−−→v.

Definition 1. Let α be a program and letA be a Kripke structure in whichu α−−→v for someu,v. A
witness graphfor u α−−→v is defined inductively overα :

• If α = a for a ∈ R then a witness graph consists of nodesu andv together with thea-edge between
u andv.

• If α = ϕ? then a witness graph is the nodeu(= v).
• If α = α1;α2 then there isw such thatu α1−−−→w andw α2−−−→v. The witness graph foru α−−→v is the

union of the witness graphs foru α1−−−→w andw α2−−−→v.

• If α = α1∩α2 then there are witness graphs foru α1−−−→v andu α2−−−→v, and their union is the witness
graph foru α−−→v.

• If α = α1∪α2 then there is a witness graphs foru α1−−−→v or for u α2−−−→v. Either of these is a witness
graph foru α−−→v.

Witness graphs need not be unique. Ifu α−−→v, there can be many witness graphs in a particular Kripke
structure.

3 Canonical Models

A canonical model(for a modal logic) is typically a Kripke structure whose worlds are all the maximally
consistent sets of the underlying logic whith respect to some notion of provability⊢. Such a setΦ of
formulae isconsistentif it is not possible to derive a contradiction from it, i.e. if Φ /⊢ �. It is amaximally
consistent set(MCS) if it is consistent and maximal with respect to⊆, i.e. it is not possible to add any
formula of the underlying logic without making it inconsistent. Canonical models are typically used to
prove (strong) completeness of the axiomatisation⊢ along the following lines. SupposeΦ /⊢ �, i.e. Φ
is consistent, then it is included in an MCSΦ′. Next one shows that for every worldv in the canonical
modelK and every formulaϕ of the underlying logic we haveK,v⊧ ϕ iff ϕ ∈ v. So a consistent set,
and particularly an MCS, is satisfiable in the canonical model. Equally, every valid set of formulae is
provable, i.e. the axiomatisation is complete.

Canonical models and PDL∩,?0 . A simple consequence of the standard understanding of a canonical
model is the fact that no two worlds in it represent the same MCS. It is important to understand that no
such standard canonical model construction can be used to prove completeness of an axiomatisation for
PDL∩,?0 as the following example shows.

Example 1. Let Φ be a satisfiable set of PDL∩,?0 formulae. Consider the set

Split(Φ) ∶= {⟨a⟩⊺,⟨b⟩⊺,[a∩b]�}∪{[a]ϕ ,[b]ϕ ∣ ϕ ∈Φ} .

v

v

. . .

. . .

a

b
It is easily seen to be satisfiable, too. SupposeA,v is a model ofΦ. A model forSplit(Φ) is obtained
using two disjoint copies ofA,v as shown on the right. It is equally possible to see that the two copies
cannot be merged since this would contradict the requirement [a∩b]�.
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Canonical model constructions for PDL∩,?0 in the literature. As mentioned in the introduction, the

literature contains proposals for PDL∩,?0 axiomatisations, most notably by Balbiani and Vakarelov [3, 1].
The intricacies introduced by program intersection are tackled using the following principle, c.f. [3,
Prop. 2.1]: ifu has an(α ∩β)-successor then it has anα-successorv and aβ -successorw such thatv
andw cannot be distinguished by any atomic propositionp. It is important to note thatp is not restricted
to be drawn from any pre-given set; instead it ranges over allpropositions that could possiblyextendan
underlying model.

Balbiani and Vakarelov then formulate this semantic principle syntactically as a proof rule (INT)
and present a refined canonical model construction that circumvents the problem with intersection as
outlined in Ex. 1 as follows. Worlds of the canonical model are not MCS butmaximally consistent
theories(MCT). An MCT is an MCS that is closed under applications of rule (INT). Hence, every MCT
is an MCS, and every MCS with this additional closure property is an MCT. Intuitively, closure under rule
(INT) helps with the construction of a canonical model for formulae like the ones in Ex. 1 by introducing
a new atomic proposition which can be used to distinguished two copies of worlds that would otherwise
be equal as MCSs, but are not equal as MCTs.

Balbiani and Vakarelov then claim that every consistent formula is satisfiable inthecanonical PDL∩,?0
model (based on MCTs), c.f. [3, Prop. 6.3]. This is not true when taken literally, instead, their con-
structions prove the following weaker statement: every consistent PDL∩,?0 formula is satisfiable insome
canonical model. This is a simple consequence of the fact that applications of rule (INT) introduce new
atomic propositions that were not present in the language inthe first place. In other words: the canonical
modelK whose worlds are MCTs depends on the underlying language.

Example 2. Consider PDL∩,?0 over the empty set of atomic propositions and letΦ0 be the theory of the
world with no successors. Clearly,Φ0 is satisfiable and can therefore not be inconsistent with respect
to a sound axiomatisation. As argued above,Split(Φ0) is also satisfiable but its models must contain
two disjoint copies of models ofΦ0. Given thatΦ0 is maximal, i.e. an MCS, and that rule (INT) is not
applicable when no propositions are available and therefore every MCS is already an MCT we get that
Split(Φ0) is not satisfiable inthecanonical for PDL∩,?0 over the empty set of atomic propositions. This
shows that Prop. 6.3 of [3] needs to be taken with care, namelyin the weaker sense stated above. Note
thatSplit(Φ0) is logically equivalent to a finite set of PDL∩,?0 formulae, and, hence, to a single formula.

Example 2 can be extended to any given set of propositions. Let Φ be any propositional labelling of
the world with no successors that is complete in the sense that for every propositionp of the underlying
P we havep ∈Φ iff ¬p /∈Φ. ThenSplit(Φ) requires two copies of this world to exist. Any invocation of
the rule (INT) would require anadditionalproposition to distinguish the two. Consequently, the calculus
of [3] considers the logic PDL∩,?0 in the language of some vocabularyτ but makes use of formulae that

belong to the language of PDL∩,?0 in the vocabulary of a genuine supersetτ∗ of τ . It does not help to
consider the larger vocabularyτ∗ in the first place as the characterisation of the intersection operator uses
propositions for every subset of a model, c.f. [3, Prop. 2.1]. This is clearly problematic in a canonical
model construction when the propositions that are used to form the worlds are derived from the set of all
subsets of worlds.

Balbiani has refined the construction of [3] in order to get rid of the need to introduce new proposi-
tions [1]. Weak completeness is proved using a similar canonical model construction, strong complete-
ness is not achieved.

Finally, Balbiani and Vakarelov have also extended their work on PDL∩,?0 to the full PDL∩,? [4] also
using a very similar canonical model construction based on arule which requires new atomic proposi-
tions, and therefore statements about these models need to be taken with similar care. Most importantly,
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[α]p↔ ¬⟨α⟩¬p (Dl)

⟨p?⟩q↔ p∧q (?)

⟨α ∩ p?⟩q↔ ⟨α↺⟩(p∧q) (T1)

[α ;β ]p↔ [α][β ]p (;)

⟨α ∪β ⟩p↔ ⟨α⟩p∨ ⟨β ⟩p (D)

α ∩β ⇒ α (Wk)

α ∩β ⇔ β ∩α (Cm)

α ∩α⇔ α (Ct)

(α ∪β);γ⇔ (α ;γ)∪(β ;γ) (D3)

α ;(β ∪γ)⇔ (α ;β)∪(α ;γ) (D4)

α ∩ p?⇔ (⟨α↺⟩p)? (T)

[α](p→ q)→ [α]p→ [α]q (K)

⟨α↺⟩p∧ ⟨β↺⟩q→ ⟨(α ;β)↺⟩(p∧q) (C1)

[α↺]p∧ [β↺]p→ [α↺;β↺]p (C2)

⟨α↺⟩p∧ [α↺]q→ p∧q (C3)

⟨α ;(p∨q)?;β ⟩r ↔ ⟨α ; p?;β ⟩r ∨ ⟨α ;q?;β ⟩r (V)

α ∩(β ∩γ)⇔ (α ∩β)∩γ (A)

(α ; p?)∩β ⇔ (α ∩β); p? (T2)

(p?;α)∩β)⇔ p?;(α ∩β) (T3)

α ∩(β ∪γ)⇔ (α ∩β)∪(α ∩γ) (D1)

α ∪(β ∩γ)⇔ (α ∪β)∩(α ∪γ) (D2)

(ϕ↔ψ)↔ (ϕ?⇔ψ?) (TP)

α↺⇒α2(β2;β3;[(β1;β2;β3)↺]p?/β2;[(β3;β1;β2)↺]p?;β37↺

(C)

Figure 1: The formula and program axioms for PDL∩,?0 .

there is no unique canonical model for all of PDL∩,? because its structure depends on the vocabulary
of the underlying logic but the correctness proofs require its MCTs to be built using propositions for
every subset of the model. At last, possible problems with canonical models for non-compact logics are
avoided using an infinitary rule to handle Kleene stars in programs.

The following sections are devoted to the presentation of a sound and complete axiomatisation for
PDL∩,?0 over an arbitrary vocabulary that works in the very same vocabulary.

4 Axiomatising PDL∩,?0

In this section we propose an axiomatisation for PDL∩,?
0 and derive a normal form such that every PDL∩,?

0
formula is equivalent to one in normal form, and this equivalence is also provable in the calculus.

4.1 Axioms and Rules

Let ∆ be the smallest proof calculus that contains all propositional tautologies, the formula axiom
schemes and program axioms schemes shown in Fig. 1 and the inference rules

(MP)
ϕ ϕ →ψ

ψ
(Gen)

ϕ
[α]ϕ

(USub)
ϕ

ϕ2ψ/p7
(PSub)

ϕ α⇒ α ′

ϕ2⟨α ′⟩/⟨α⟩7

whereϕ2ψ/p7 is the usual substitution andϕ2⟨α ′⟩/⟨α⟩7 is meant to denote that every program⟨α⟩which
occurs under an even number of negation symbols in the syntaxtree of the formula is being replaced by
⟨α ′⟩. We use2 7 instead of the usual brackets for the substitution operatorto distinguish them from the
box modality.
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We write ⊢ ϕ if the PDL∩,?0 -formula ϕ can be derived from the axioms of∆ alone by repeated

application of the rules of inference. For a setΦ of PDL∩,?0 -formulae we writeΦ ⊢ ϕ if there exist
ϕ1, . . . ,ϕn ∈Φ such that⊢ (⋀n

i=1ϕi)→ ϕ .
The purpose of rule (C) is to deal with properties of cyclic structures.

Example 3. Consider the formulaϕ = ⟨(a;ψ?;b)↺⟩⊺ which is satisfied at a stateu which is the be-

ginning of an(a;b)-cycle such thatψ is satisfied at an intermediate statev with u a−−→v andv b−−→u. The
satisfiability ofϕ depends onψ , not just on whether it is satisfiable itself but also whetherit is compatible
with being satisfied on a cyclic structure.

Considerψ = [(b;a)↺]�. Clearly,ψ can not be satisfied on a statev with v b−−→u andu a−−→v for some
u whenceϕ is not satisfiable at all. RuleC incorporates this into the calculus: Consideringϕ with ψ =
[(b;a)↺]�, a combination of ruleC and modus ponens yields that⟨(a;b;ψ ′?)↺⟩⊺ with ψ ′ = [(a;b)↺]�
is a logical consequence ofϕ . Using axiomT2 we also obtain⟨(a;b)↺⟩ψ ′ with ψ ′ as before as a logical
consequence. Using axiomC3 with q = ⊺ we obtain thatψ ′ is a also a logical conseqence ofϕ which
makesϕ inconsistent after a few derivations, correctly reflectingunsatisfiability ofϕ .

The intuition behind ruleC is that it allows tests on cyclic programs to be transferred further along
the cycle while correctly adjusting programs in these testsfor the fact that they have been transferredand
accounting for the fact that all this occurs on a cycle.

Lemma 2. ⊢ is sound, i.e.,Φ ⊢ ϕ only if Φ ⊧ ϕ .

The proof is by standard induction on the length of a proof. The rest of the paper is devoted to
showing completeness of⊢ using the notion of an MCS, c.f. Sect. 3. By Zorn’s Lemma, every consistent
formula set is contained in an MCS. Moreover, ifΦ is an MCS, then it has the following properties: (1)
Φ is closed under⊢; (2) ϕ ∧ψ ∈Φ iff ϕ ∈Φ andψ ∈Φ; (3) ϕ ∨ψ ∈Φ iff ϕ ∈Φ or ψ ∈Φ; and (4)ϕ ∈Φ
iff ¬ϕ ∉Φ for any formulaϕ .

Lemma 3. Let Φ,Ψ beMCS, X be a consistent set that is closed under⊢ of PDL∩,?0 -formulae andα1

andα2 bePDL∩,?0 -programs,χ ∈ X such that⟨α1;χ?;α2⟩ψ ∈Φ for all ψ ∈Ψ. Then the set X′ ∶= X∪{ϕ ∣
[α1]ϕ ∈Φ}∪{⟨α2⟩ψ ∣ψ ∈Ψ} is consistent.

Proof. AssumeX′ was not consistent. Then, w.l.o.g., there areϕ ,ψ ,χ such thatχ ∈ X, [α1]ϕ ∈ Φ and
ψ ∈Ψ, but⊢ ϕ ∧χ ∧ ⟨α2⟩ψ → �. We have⟨α1;χ?;α2⟩ψ ∈Φ and, hence,⟨α1⟩(χ ∧ ⟨α2⟩ψ) ∈Φ as well as
[α1]ϕ ∈Φ, so⟨α1⟩(ϕ ∧χ ∧ ⟨α2⟩ψ) ∈Φ which contradicts the assumption.

Lemma 4. LetΦ,Ψ,ϒ beMCS, X be consistent and closed under⊢, andα1,α2,β1,β2 be programs. Let

1. ⟨α1;χ?;α2⟩ψ ∈Φ for all ψ ∈Ψ, χ ∈ X,

2. ⟨((β2;υ?;β1);ϕ?;(α1;χ?;α2))
↺⟩⊺ ∈Ψ for all υ ∈ ϒ,ϕ ∈Φ,χ ∈X,

3. ⟨((α1;χ?;α2);ψ?;(β2;υ?;β1))
↺
⟩⊺ ∈Φ for all χ ∈X,ψ ∈Ψ,υ ∈ ϒ,

4. ⟨((β1;ϕ?;α1;);χ?;(α2;ψ?;β2))↺⟩⊺ ∈ ϒ for all ϕ ∈Φ,χ ∈X,ψ ∈Ψ.

Then the following set X∗ is consistent.

X∗ = X ∪ {ϕ ∣ [α1]ϕ ∈Φ}∪{⟨α2⟩ψ ∣ψ ∈Ψ}

∪ {⟨((α2;ψ?;β2);υ?;(β1;ϕ?;α1))
↺⟩⊺ ∣ψ ∈Ψ,υ ∈ ϒ,ϕ ∈Φ}
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Proof. We show that the union ofX and the third set is consistent. Assume that it is not. Then there are
finitely many formulaeζ1, . . . ,ζn of the formζi = ⟨((α2;ψ?;β2);υ?;(β1;ϕ?;α1))↺⟩⊺, with programs
and formulae as suggested such thatζ = ⋁n

i=1¬ζi ∈ X. Then⟨((β1;ϕ?;α1;);ζ?;(α2;ψ?;β2))↺⟩⊺ ∈ ϒ
and, sinceϒ is an MCS, also rule (V) implies that also⟨((β1;ϕ?;α1;);¬ζi?;(α2;ψ?;β2))↺⟩⊺ ∈ ϒ for at
least onei. Now we can apply rule (C) to conclude that⟨((β1;ϕ?;α1;);⊺?;(α2;ψ?;β2);¬ζ ′i ))↺⟩⊺ ∈ ϒ
where¬ζ ′i is equivalent to[((β1;ϕ?;α1);⊺?;(α2;ψ?;β2);υ?)↺]� which contradicts consistency ofϒ
since then also¬ζ ′i ∈ ϒ.

Similar arguments show that we can also add the other two setswithout losing consistency.

4.2 A Normal-Form Lemma for PDL∩,?0

We partition the PDL∩,?0 -programs into two groups. The first one consists ofcyclic programs,Cyc in
short. They test if something holds at the present state, possibly requiring this state to have a (perhaps
complex) self-loop. Thus, they force the evaluation of a formula to stay at the current node. Secondly,
there are theForw-programs which make up all others. These require the evaluation of a formula to take
at least one step into some direction. Syntactically, cyclic and forward programs are defined as follows:

αforw ∶= a ∣ αforw ∩αforw ∣ αforw;αcyc;αforw αcyc ∶= ϕ? ∣ αforw ∩ϕ?

Lemma 5. For everyϕ there is aϕ ′ such that⊢ ϕ ↔ ϕ ′ and all programs inϕ ′ belong to Cyc∪Forw.

Moreover, for all formulae of the form⟨αcyc⟩ϕ we have⊢ ⟨αcyc⟩ϕ ↔ ⟨α
↺

forw
⟩ϕ ′ for some formulaϕ ′ or

just⊢ ⟨αcyc⟩ϕ↔ ϕ ′ for some formulaϕ ′ without the modal prefix⟨αcyc⟩.

Proof. We will show this in several steps. First, we eliminate the disjunction operator from programs.
Using (Cm), (D1),. . . ,(D4), we can transform every program into one in which∪ does not occur underneath
a different program operator. Using axiom (D) it is possible to eliminate occurrences of∪ in such top-
level positions in programs. In the following,αcyc denotes an arbitrary program fromCyc.

Next we note thatCyc-programs commute with the intersection operator if they are at the end or the
beginning of a sequential composition: Using axiom (T) and some basic propositional logic, one can
check that⊢ α ∩ψ? ⇔ (⟨α↺⟩⊺∧ψ)? and thus everyCyc-program is equivalent to a test. Conse-
quently with (T2), (T3) we can derive that

⊢ (αcyc;α)∩α ′⇔ αcyc;(α ∩α ′) and ⊢ (α ;αcyc)∩α ′⇔ (α ∩α ′);αcyc.

Note that after using this equivalenceαcyc is at the beginning or the end of the respective sequence. We
can thus assume that every occurence of aCyc-program is as high as possible in the syntax-tree of a
program.

In the next step we want to eliminate, resp. simplify isolated Cyc-programs, i.e. programsαcyc in a
formula⟨αcyc⟩ϕ . Using (T1) we get

⊢ ⟨ψ?⟩ϕ⇔ ϕ ∧ψ and ⊢ ⟨ψ?∩α⟩ϕ⇔ ⟨α ∩⊺?⟩(ϕ ∧ψ) .

Note that these equivalences entail the second and third statement of the lemma.
Similarly we can simplifyCyc-programs at the beginning or end of a program that is just a sequential

composition by first using (;) and then (T1) again.
We have just dealt withCyc-programs at the beginning or the end of a sequence of sequential com-

positions and moved them up in the syntax tree wherever possible. It remains to be seen how they are
treated in the middle of such a sequence.
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Let α ;αcyc;α ′ be a program with a cyclic program in the middle of a sequence.We make a
case distinction overα . The part forα ′ is symmetric. In caseα is atomic or the intersection of
Forw-programs, we are finished. Ifα = β ;βcyc, then α ;αcyc;α ′ = β ;βcyc;αcyc;α ′. Again, we use
the fact that eachCyc-program is equivalent to a simple test. Using (;) and (?) several times we get
⊢ β ;βcyc;αcyc;α ′⇔ β ;βcyc∩αcyc;α . Note, thatCyc-programs are closed under intersections.

The last case is that ofα = β ;β ′ where both are simpleForw-programs. Using basic propositional
logic, (;) and (?) we get⊢ β ;β ′⇔ β ;⊺?;β ′.

As a consequence of the proof of this lemma, we will sometimesassume w.l.o.g. thatcyc-programs
are of the formϕ? for some suitableϕ .

5 A Canonical Model for PDL∩,?0

5.1 Large Programs

In order to maintain induction invariants during the construction of our canonical model, we need to
allow tests to test against arbitrary sets of formulae as opposed to just one formula. We call the resulting
extension of programslarge programs. This is not exactly the same notion of large programs as in [4].

Definition 6. The set oflarge programsis defined inductively via

α ∶∶= a ∣ α ∩α ∣ α ;Φ?,α

whereΦ is a consistent set of PDL∩,?0 -formulae. A large loop is of the formα↺, whereα is a large
program.

An ordinary programα is aninstanceof a large programαl if

• α = αl = a for some accessibility relationa or,

• α = α1∩α2
,α l = α1

l ∩α2
l andα i is an instance ofα i

l for i = 1,2 or,

• α = α1;ϕ?;α2
,αl = α1

l ;Φ?;α2
l , ϕ ∈Φ andα i is an instance ofα i

l for i = 1,2.

A loop α↺ is an instance of a large loopα↺l if α is an instance ofαl .
We writeα ≤ α ′ for large programsα ,α ′ if and only if every instance ofα is an instance ofα ′.

A large program is an ordinary program where tests against a formula have been replaced with tests
against a set of formulae. Clearly, an ordinary program withconsistent tests can be made large by
replacing tests of the formϕ? by tests of the form{ϕ}?, and the original program will be an instance of
the new large program.

Definition 7. Let Φ,Ψ be MCS and letα be a large program. For occurrences of subprogramsβ define
the left and right setsl(β) andr(β) in a top-down manner via

• l(α) ∶=Φ,r(α) ∶=Ψ,

• If α = α1∩α2 thenl(α1) = l(α2) ∶= l(α) andr(α1) = r(α2) ∶= r(α),

• If α = α1;X?;α2 thenl(α1) ∶= l(α),r(α1) = l(α2) ∶= X,r(α2) ∶= r(α).

In the case of a large loopα↺ and a setΦ, define the left and right programslp(X) and rp(X) of an
occurrence of a testX in a top-down manner as follows:
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• lp(Φ) ∶= ⊺?,rp(Φ) ∶= ⊺?,

• If α = α1;X?;α2 thenlp(X) ∶= lp(l(α)); l(α)?;α1 andrp(X) ∶= α2;r(α)?,rp(r(α)).

We say thatΦ α−−→Ψ is consistentif [β ′]¬ψ ∉ l(β) for all instancesβ ′ of subprogramsβ of α and all
ψ ∈ r(β), and all test sets are consistent. We say thatΦ α−−→Ψ is inconsistent if it is not consistent. A
large loopα↺ is consistent atΦ if the above holds withΦ =Ψ and for each test setX, no formula of the
form [(β1;ϕ?;β2)↺]�, with β1 an instance ofrp(X), β2 an instance oflp(X) andϕ ∈Φ is in X.

We say thatΦ α−−→Ψ is maximally consistentif Φ α−−→Ψ is consistent and every test inα is an MCS.
In particular, for all subprogramsβ = β1;X?;β2 we have thatX ⊇ {ϕ ∣ [β ′1]ϕ ∈ l(β),β ′1 instance ofβ1}∪
{⟨β ′2⟩ψ ∣ ψ ∈ r(β),β ′2 instance ofβ2}. We say that a large loopα↺ is maximally consistent atΦ if
Φ α−−→Φ is maximally consistent and, additionally, for all testsX?,

{⟨(β1;ϕ?β2)↺⟩⊺ ∣ β1 instance oflp(X),β2 instance ofrp(X),ϕ ∈Φ} ⊆ X.

Lemma 8. Let Φ α−−→Ψ for a large programα be consistent. Then there is a large programα ′ ≥ α such

that Φ α ′−−−→Ψ is maximally consistent. Moreover, ifα↺ is a large loop such thatΦ α↺−−−−→Φ is consistent,

there isα ′ ≥ α such thatΦ α ′−−−→Φ is maximally consistent.

Proof. Let Ψ,Φ andα be as in the lemma. For the case of a large loop, setΨ =Φ. For convenience, we
assume that the test sets in every subprogram ofα are closed under conjunctions, if not, we close them
under conjunctions. Clearly this will not makeΦ α−−→Ψ inconsistent.

The proof proceeds recursively: Assume thatβ is a subprogram ofα such thatl(β) andr(β) are
already MCS. There are three cases:β = a for some atomic programa, β = β1∩β2 andβ = β1;X?,β2. In
the first case, there is nothing left to do. In the second case,convert all the test sets inβ1 into MCS such
thatΦ α−−→Ψ stays consistent. Then repeat the same procedure withβ2.

In the third case, we have to find an MCSX∗ that is a superset ofX such that replacingX by X∗

will not break consistency ofΦ α−−→Ψ. W.l.o.g., X is already closed under⊢. By Lemma 3, the set
X′ = X ∪ {ϕ ∣ [β1]ϕ ∈ l(β)}∪ {⟨β2⟩ψ ∣ ψ ∈ r(β)} is consistent. Moreover, replacingX by X′ will not
makeΦ α−−→Ψ inconsistent because otherwise,Φ would be inconsistent. By Lemma 4, in the case of a
large loop, setX′ as

X∪{ϕ ∣ [β1]ϕ ∈ l(β)}
∪{⟨β2⟩ψ ∣ψ ∈ r(β)}

∪{⟨((β2;ψ?;rp(r(β)));υ?;(lp(l(β));ϕ?;β1))↺⟩⊺ ∣ψ ∈ r(β),υ ∈Φ,ϕ ∈ l(β)}

which is also consistent. Now consider the setX of all consistent supersets ofX′ such thatΦ α−−→Ψ
stays consistent ifX is replaced by a set fromX . This set is nonempty, because it containsX′. It is also
partially ordered by set inclusion and the union of any chainof sets fromX is in X for otherwise, there
would be a minimal set in the chain which also is not inX .

By Zorn’s Lemma,X contains a maximal elementX∗. We argue thatX∗ is an MCS. Assume other-
wise, then there isϕ ∈PDL∩,?0 such that neitherϕ nor¬ϕ are inX∗. SinceX∗ is consistent, one ofϕ and
¬ϕ can be added toX∗ without losing consistency ofX∗. Hence, by assumption, replacingX in β by
either ofX∪{ϕ} andX∪{¬ϕ} will make Φ α−−→Ψ inconsistent, but usingX∗ itself does not. Then there
are instancesα1 andα2 of α such that both[α12(β1;ϕ?;β2)/β 7]¬ψ1 and[α22β1;¬ϕ?;β2/β 7]¬ψ2 are in
Φ for ψ1,ψ2 ∈Ψ. SinceΨ and all test sets are closed under conjunction, we can assumethatα1 = α2 and
ψ1 =ψ2. But⊢ [α12(β1;(ϕ ∨¬ϕ)?;β2)/β 7]¬ψ1↔ [α1]¬ψ and[α1]¬ψ ∈Φ, which is a contradiction to
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X∗ being a safe replacement forX. This contradiction stems from the assumption thatX∗ is not maximal.
Hence,X∗ is the desired MCS. The process continues recursively withβ1 andβ2.

It remains to argue that for all subprogramsβ = β1;X?;β2 we have that the set inclusionX ⊇ {ϕ ∣
[β ′1]ϕ ∈ l(β),β ′1 instance ofβ1}∪{⟨β ′2⟩ψ ∣ ψ ∈ r(β),β ′2 instance ofβ2} holds. For the first component,
this is because we made sure the relevantϕ are inX before proceeding to make the tests inβ1 maximal.
Since⊢ [α1;Φ?;α2]ψ entails[α1;Φ′?;α2]ψ for Φ′ ⊇ Φ, there is nothing left to prove. For the second
part, assume that there is an instanceβ ′2 of β2 such that⟨β ′2⟩ψ ∉ X for someψ ∈ r(β). SinceX is an
MCS, [β ′2]¬ψ ∈ X. But thenΦ α−−→Ψ is not even consistent, which contradicts the fact that all of the
induction steps maintain consistency. In the case of a largeloop, the same argument entails that all
formulae required for a large loop to be maximally consistent are present at the tests.

5.2 Construction of the Canonical Model

For the rest of this section, we assume, that all formulae arein the form defined in Lemma 5. Letτ ′ be
τ extended with accessibility relation symbolsα andα ′ for all large PDL∩,?0 [τ]-programsα . We use
α-edges forForw-programs andα ′-edges forCyc-programs to better differentiate the two types and refer
to the former as abstract forward edges and the latter as abstract loop edges.

Each point in the canonical model we construct is labeled by an PDL∩,?0 [τ]-MCS such that, after the
construction is complete, a formula holds at a point if and only if it is in the MCS that labels that point.
The construction proceeds inductively. Each induction step consists of two stages: In the first stage, we
add new points that witness the truth of diamond-type formulae⟨α⟩ϕ at nodes of the previous induction
step. These new states are connected to the previous ones viaabstractβ -edges fromτ ′∖ τ , whereβ is
a suitable large program derived fromα . In the second stage these abstractβ -edges are converted into
subgraphs such that if there is an abstractβ -edge from a nodeu to a nodev, thenu is connected viaα
to v. This is done by adding edges for abstract subprograms ofβ and intermediate points, if necessary.
The subgraph created for this is called thearenawitnessing thatα connectsu to v. The whole process
proceeds in a fashion such that no box-type formulae of the form [α]ϕ are violated.

The desired canonical model is theτ-reduct of the limit of the inductive process. During this process,
many points are labeled by the same MCS. Since this can not be avoided (see Section 3), labels of points
are more complex.

Let mcs(PDL∩,?0 ) be the set of all maximally consistent PDL∩,?0 -sets. Then

Gen0 =mcs(PDL∩,?0 )

Geni+1 ={arena(Ψ,α , l) ∣Ψ ∈mcs(PDL∩,?0 ),α ∈ Forw, l ∈Geni}

∪{arena(α↺, l) ∣ α ∈ Forw, l ∈Geni}

with arena(Ψ,α , l), arena(α , l) and dom(l) defined inductively as follows:

• If l ∈Gen0 then dom(l) = l .

• If not ⟨α⟩ψ ∈ dom(l) for all ψ ∈Ψ, then arena(Ψ,α , l) is empty.

• If not ⟨α↺⟩⊺ ∈ dom(l) then arena(α↺, l) is empty.

• If ⟨α⟩ϕ ∈ dom(l) for all ϕ in some MCSΦ, then there is a large programα ′ such thatΨ α ′−−−→Φ
is maximally consistent. Then arena(Φ,α , l) is the nodesl , r = (Φ,α , l) together with the abstract
α ′-forward edge froml to r and the subgraph induced by it. Moreover, dom(r) =Φ.
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• If ⟨α↺⟩⊺ ∈ dom(l) then there is an abstractα ′-loop such thatΨ α ′↺−−−−−→Ψ is maximally consistent.
Then arena(α↺, l) is l together with the abstractα ′-loop edge and the subgraph induced by it.

The subgraphs induced by abstract forward edges are again defined inductively:

• The subgraph induced by an abstract forward edge or an abstract loop edgeα with α of the form
a for some atomic programa ∈ τ is ana-edge.

• The subgraph induced by an abstract forward edge of the formα = α1;X?;α2 from u to v consists
of a nodew with dom(w) = X, an abstractα1-forward edge fromu to w, an abstractα2-forward
edge fromw to v and the subgraphs induced by the abstractαi . Note that, by consistency ofu α−−→v,
we haveX ⊇ {ϕ ∣ [α ′1]ϕ ∈ dom(u)}∪{⟨α ′2⟩ψ ∣ψ ∈ dom(v)} for all instancesα ′1 of α1 andα ′2 of α2.

• The subgraph induced by an abstract forward edge of the formα = α1∩α2 from u to v consists of
abstract forward edgesα1 andα2 from u to v and the subgraphs induced by them.

For abstract loop edges, the process is similar, but we annotate nodes with the programs needed to
complete the loop in question and the set from which the loop starts. For an abstractα-loop edge atu set
l(u) = r(u) = ⊺?.

• The subgraph induced by an abstract loop edge of the formα = α1;X?;α2 from u to v, which
is part of a loop ats, consists of a nodew = (lp(w),X,rp(w),s) with dom(w) = X, lp(w) =
(lp(u);dom(u)?;α1), rp(w) = (α2;dom(v)?;rp(v)), an abstractα1-loop edge fromu to w, an
abstractα2-loop edge fromw to v and the subgraphs induced by the abstract loop edgesαi . Note
that, by consistency ofu α−−→v and by Lemma 8, we have

X ⊇{ϕ ∣ [α ′1]ϕ ∈ dom(u)}
∪{⟨α ′2⟩ψ ∣ψ ∈ dom(w)}

∪{⟨((α ′2;ψ?;β ′2);υ?;(β ′1;ϕ?;α1))
↺
⟩⊺ ∣ψ ∈ v,υ ∈ s,ϕ ∈ u}

for all instancesα ′1,α ′2,β2,β1 of α1,α2, l(v),r(v).

• The subgraph induced by an abstract loop edge of the formα = α1∩α2 from u to v consists of
abstract loop edgesα1 andα2 from u to v and the subgraphs induced by them.

Definition 9. The canonical model for PDL∩,?0 [τ] is the τ-reduct of the structureA = ⟨A,{pA}p∈P ,

{RA}R∈R⟩, such thatA = ⋃∞i=0Geni , PA = {l ∈ A ∣ P ∈ dom(l)} andRA as described above. The union
is meant to be disjoint, with the exception that pointsl ∈Geni and their counterparts in sets of the form
arena(Φ,α , l) and arena(α↺, l) are identified.

Lemma 10. 1. If there is an abstractα-forward edge from u to v, then for all[α ′]ψ ∈ dom(u) and
α ′ an instance ofα , we haveψ ∈ dom(v).

2. The set of arenas inA decomposesA into a forest-like structure. Any two arenas share at most one
node, and any path from one arena to the other must go trough that node if it exists. For disjoint
arenas, there is a node so that any path from one arena to the other must go through that node.

3. Any cycle inA consists purely of nodes induced by abstract loop edges. Anyα-cycle at a node
u that consists purely of loop edges from the same arena is such that ⟨α ′↺⟩⊺ ∈ dom(u) for any
instanceα ′ of α .

The proof is immediate from the construction of the model.
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5.3 Soundness and Completeness of the Canonical Model

Lemma 11 (Gateway Lemma). Let α ∈ Forw be a program which contains at least one occurrence of
the ;-operator. LetA be a Kripke structure and let u and w be not necessarily distinct worlds inA such
thatA is a minimal witness graph for uα−−→v. Let v be a node different from u and w such that all paths

of length> 0 from u to w must go through v. Then there isβ = β1;β2 such that⊢ β ⇒ α and u β1−−−→w and

w
β2−−−→v.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the construction ofα . Sinceα contains at least one occurrence of
the ;-operator,α /=⋂i∈I Ri for a finite set ofRi ∈R. Hence, the base case is thatα = α1;α2 andu α2−−−→v
andv α2−−−→w.

If α = α1;α2 and notu α1−−−→v or notv α2−−−→w, then there isv′ such thatu α1−−−→v′ andv′ α2−−−→w. There
are two cases: All paths fromu to v′ go throughv, or all paths fromv′ to w go throughv. Otherwise,
there is a path fromu to w via v′ that does not go throughv. If all paths fromu to v′ go throughv, by the

induction hypothesis there isα ′1;α ′′1 such thatu
α ′1−−−→v andv

α ′′1−−−−→v′. Thenβ1 = α ′1 andβ2 = α ′′1 ;α2 are as
desired. If all paths fromv′ to w go throughv′, an application of the induction hypothesis yieldsα ′2 and

α ′′2 such thatu
α1;α ′2−−−−−−→v andv

α ′′2−−−−→w. In both cases, clearly⊢ [α]p⇒ [β ]p.

If α = α1∩α2, then by the induction hypothesis there areα ′1;α ′′1 andα ′2;α ′′2 such thatu
α ′i−−−→w and

v
α ′′i−−−−→v for i = 1,2. Then, via Axiom (;), we have⊢ (α ′1∩α ′2);(α

′′
1 ∩α ′′2 )⇒ α1∩α2.

Lemma 12. Let α be a program. LetA be a Kripke structure and let u and w be not necessarily distinct
worlds inA such thatA is a minimal witness graph for uα−−→w. Let v be a node and E a nonempty set of
edges such that all paths from u to w are such that v occurs before and after any edge e∈E.

Then there are programsα ′ andβ such thatα ′ contains an occurrence of⟨β↺⟩⊺?, ⊢ α ′⇒ α and
the witness graph forα ′′ contains no node from X.

Proof. By application of Lemma 11 and the fact that⊢ β↺⇒ β .

Lemma 13. Let u,v ∈A andα1,α2 be large programs. If there are abstract Rα1- and abstract Rα2-edges
between u and v either both forward or loop edges, then eitherα1 = α2, or there is a large programα of
the same kind such thatα ≥ α1 andα ≥ α2, and there is an abstract Rα -edge between u and v.

Proof. By the construction of arenas. Each abstract edgeα that is not that inducing an arena itself has
a parent edgeα ′ in the inductive process such that the top operator ofα ′ is either ; or∩. Usage of
the ;-operator changes either source or sink of an abstract edge, and for different programs intermediate
points are different. Sinceα1 andα2 share the same source and sink nodes, they must have a common
parent solely via∩-operators.

Lemma 14. Let u,v,w ∈A andα1,α2 be large programs. If there is an abstractα1-edge from u to w and
an abstractα2-edge from w to v, then either there is an abstractα-edge from u to v andα ≥ α1;α2, or
all paths from u to v contain w.

Proof. By construction of arenas. Ifu andv are in different arenas the claim follows from Item (2) of
Lemma 10. Otherwise, each abstract edgeα that is not inducing an arena itself has a parent edgeα ′ in
the inductive process such that the top operator ofα ′ is either ; or∩. If there is no common parent of
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α1 andα2 from u to v, then at least one of theαi must have a program with top operator ; as its most
common parent. By the construction of arenas, all paths fromu to v must go throughw.

Lemma 15. For all points u,v ∈A with and all programsα such that u α−−→v and all formulaeψ it holds
that: If [α]ψ ∈ dom(u), thenψ ∈ dom(v).

Proof. If u = v, because⊢ [α]ψ → [α↺]ψ , we can invoke Lemma 16. So without loss of generality,
u /= v.

Sinceu /= v, we know thatα ∈ Forw. Moreover, we can assume that bothu andv and the witness
graph foru α−−→v are both contained in the same arena. Otherwise,u andv are in different arenas and,
by Item (2) of Lemma 10, there isw such that all paths fromu to v must go throughw. By the Gateway
Lemma 11,α can be rewritten asα1;α2 such thatu α1−−−→w andw α2−−−→v. The claim of the lemma reduces
to prove thatψ ′ = [α2]ψ ∈ dom(w). In a similar fashion, ifu andv are in the same arena, but parts of the
witness graph ofu α−−→v are not, the conditions of Lemma 12 are met and parts in different arenas can be
reduced to a test.

We prove that there is a sequenceβ1; . . . ;βn of abstract edges such that there are instancesβ ′i of theβi

with ⊢ β ′1; . . . ;β ′n⇒α . By Item (1) of Lemma 10, this proves the lemma. We prove this by induction over
the structure ofα . If α = a for some atomic programa, then by construction, there is an abstracta-edge
from u to v. If α =α1;α2, there isw such thatu α1−−−→w andw α2−−−→v. By the induction hypothesis there are
sequencesβ 1

1 ; . . . ;β 1
n andβ 2

1 ; . . . ;β 2
m and pointsu=w1

0, . . . ,w
1
n =w andw=w2

0; . . . ;w2
m= v such that there

are abstractβ j
i -edges fromw j

i−1 to w j
i and there are instancesβ j

i of theβ j
i such that⊢ β 1

1 ; . . . ;β 1
n ⇒ α1

and⊢ β 2
1 ; . . . ;β 2

m⇒ α2. Then⊢ β 1
1 ; . . . ;β 1

n ;β 2
1 ; . . . ;β 2

m⇒ α1;α2.
If α =α1∩α2, thenu α1−−−→v andu α2−−−→v. By the induction hypothesis, there are sequencesβ 1

1 ; . . . ;β 1
n

andβ 2
1 ; . . . ;β 2

m and pointsu=w1
0, . . . ,w

1
n = v andu=w2

0; . . . ;w2
m = v such that there are abstractβ j

i -edges
from w j

i−1 to w j
i and there are instancesβ j

i of theβ j
i such that⊢ β 1

1 ; . . . ;β 1
n ⇒α1 and⊢ β 2

1 ; . . . ;β 2
m⇒α2.

There are two cases: If both sequences have length one, we canapply Lemma 13 to obtain an abstract
edgeβ from u to v such that there are instancesβ1 andβ2 of β with ⊢ β1⇒α1 and⊢ β2⇒α2. Then the
sequence just consisting ofβ is as desired.

If at least one sequence has length longer than one, we begin replacing subsequences of the form
β j

i ;β j
i+1 by abstractβ j

i ;β j
i+1-edges, if possible. Either both sequences reach length one, and we can apply

the previous case, or the conditions of Lemma 14 apply and there is w such that all paths fromu to v
go throughw. By the Gateway Lemma 11, we can rewriteα1 andα2 to α1

1 ;α2
1 andα1

2 ;α2
2 such that

⊢ α1
i ;α2

i ⇒ αi andu
α1

i−−−→w andw
α2

i−−−→v for i = 1,2. Then⊢ (α1
1 ∩α1

2);(α2
1 ∩α2

2)⇒ (α1
1 ;α2

1)∩(α1
2 ;α2

2)
and, by the induction hypothesis, there areγ1

1 ; . . . ;γ1
n andγ2

1 ; . . . ;γ2
m such thatγ ′11 ; . . . ;γ ′1n ;γ ′21 ; . . . ;γ ′2⇒

(α1
1 ∩α1

2);(α
2
1 ∩α2

2) for some instancesγ ′ ji of γ j
i . This finishes the proof.

Lemma 16. For all points u∈A and all programsα such that u α↺−−−−→u and all formulaeψ it holds that:
If [α↺]ψ ∈ dom(u), thenψ ∈ dom(u).

Proof. The proof proceeds similarly to Lemma 15. Again, without loss of generality, the witness graph

for u α↺−−−−→u is contained in one arena. Instead of converting the programinto abstract forward edges,
we convert it into abstract loop edges. Once this is done, we invoke Item (3) of Lemma 10.

Lemma 17 (Existence Lemma). For any u∈ A and any programα , if ⟨α⟩ϕ ∈ dom(u), then there is a
state v∈A with u α−−→v, such thatϕ ∈ dom(v).
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Proof. If α ∈Cyc, there is anα-loop atu by the construction ofA.
The other case is thatα ∈ Forw. SetX∗ = {ϕ ∣ ⟨α⟩ϕ ∈ dom(u)}. This set, in general, is inconsistent.

However, the set of nonempty subsets ofX that containϕ and allψ such that[α]ψ ∈dom(u) is nonempty
and satisfies the conditions of Zorn’s Lemma. Hence, there isa maximal such setΦ. We claim that it is
an MCS: For each PDL∩,?0 [τ]-formulaψ , either⟨α⟩ψ ∈ dom(u) or [α]¬ψ ∈ dom(u). In the latter case,
ψ ∈Φ. In the former case, both⟨α⟩ψ ∈ dom(u) and⟨α⟩ψ ∈ dom(u). If neither of these is inΦ, thenΦ
is not maximal since⊢ ¬⟨α⟩ψ ∨¬⟨α⟩ψ↔ [α]�. SoΦ was maximal after all.

Further, letv = (Ψ,α ,u). By construction,ϕ ∈ dom(v) and there is a large programα ′ such that

u α ′−−−→v is maximally consistent. Thusu α−−→v since there is anα ′-edge fromu to v.

Lemma 18. For all v ∈A and for allϕ ∈PDL∩,?0 we haveA,v⊧ ϕ if and only ifϕ ∈ dom(v).

Proof. We only prove the if part. The other direction follows from contraposition and the fact that an
MCS contains every formula or its negation. The case for atomic propositions is by the definition of the
valuations in the canonical model, the case for boolean connectives follows from the closure properties
of MCS. The case forϕ = ⟨α⟩ψ follows from Lemma 17. This leaves the caseϕ = [α]ψ , which follows
from Lemma 15 and Lemma 16.

Theorem 19. ⊢ is sound and complete:Φ ⊢ ϕ if and only ifΦ ⊧ ϕ .

Proof. Soundness is by Lemma 2. For the sake of contradiction, assume thatΦ ⊧ ϕ but Φ /⊢ ϕ . Then
Φ∪{¬ϕ} is consistent and contained in an MCSΦ′. But the generation 0 nodeA,Φ′ is such thatA,Φ′ ⊧
ψ if and only if ψ ∈Φ′. Since¬ϕ ∈Φ′ andΦ ⊆Φ′, this contradictsΦ ⊧ ϕ . Hence,⊢ is complete.

6 Conclusion

We have presented a refined construction of a canonical modelfor the iteration-free fragment of Propo-
sitional Dynamic Logic with Intersection and Tests (PDL∩,?0 ) and used this to prove completeness of an
axiom system for this logic. The trick that handles the combinatorial difficulties introduced by the inter-
action between the intersection operator and test programsis the use of several copies of a maximally
consistent set for worlds in this Kripke model.

As in turns out, there are parallels between our construction and that in [1], respectively those used
for fragments of PDL, e.g. in [2]. Both constructions use multiple copies of maximally consistent sets in
their canonical model, and both construct this model as the countable union of partial approximations,
each of which is generated by constructing witnesses for alldiamond formulae that lack such a witness.
The construction in this paper is more explicit and more constructive, for example because it does not
rely on a well-ordering of unsatisfied diamond formulae, or the language being countable.

The rules of the proof calculi in this paper and in [1] also have similarities. However, our approach
does not rely on computable or recursively enumerable auxiliary functions but rather incorporates their
content into the calculus itself.

Future work will attempt to derive a weakly complete axiomatisation for full PDL∩,?, i.e. the logic
including Kleene iteration, based on such a refined canonical model construction over finite sets of
formulae.

Acknowledgment. We thank Philippe Balbiani for the discussion we had on the topic of axiomatisa-
tions of Iteration-Free PDL with Intersection.
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